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                            Brand tracking and media monitoring
 at your finger tips.
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                        Discover the power of brand tracking and  media monitoring, and unlock insights into the South African and African media landscape 
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                             Newsclip is a leading brand tracking company dedicated to innovation. Our coverage spans all media channels in South Africa and 53 countries across Africa, continuously expanding globally and across platforms. Comprehensive media analysis advertising tracking, and social media monitoring.

                          
                            

                            
                           
                            We provide precise insights into your communication efforts. Our reports equip you with the necessary information to manage your reputation, gain valuable insights, and benchmark your brand against competitors.Track advertisements and social media conversations to stay on top of your media spending and brand discussions.

                           
                            
                            

                            Access immediate media coverage, sentiment analysis and statistical reports through our online platform Gate5.
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                    2 027+

                    

                    PRINT

                    Newspapers and magazines

                    
                       We curate and process published content. Our clips accurately replicate the original format and size in full colour.
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                    154+

                    

                    BROADCAST

                    Radio and TV stations

                    
                        We monitor national, regional and community radio and TV stations. Within minutes, we deliver priority program synopses, including audio/visual playback.
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                    1 404+

                    

                    SA ONLINE

                    Targeted websites

                    
                        We track South African online editorial content by employing software that crawls targeted websites and blogs for specific keywords. Our database expands daily with the addition of new websites.
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                    SOCIAL MEDIA

                    
                    100 000 000+  Social clips processed
 
                    2 290+  Social profiles tracked
 
                    
                       We scan X, Facebook, TikTok, Instagram and YouTube to identify insights for your brand. This provides you with access to a stream of social posts related to your keywords, along with insightful statistics and top authors.
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                     AFRICA

                    309+ Print
 
                    43+ Broadcast
 
                    704+ Online Websites

                    
                   
                    
                    
                        We monitor print, broadcast and web titles, continuously updating our database with new sources.
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                    GLOBAL WEB

                    12 000 000+

                    

                    Websites & Blogs

                    
                    
                        Track your brand's global media coverage by monitoring websites and blogs worldwide, and determine the countries and regions where your brand receives the most attention.
                    

                

            

            

        
        

        
        

            
            Features on offer
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                    Gate5

                    Experience the convenience of Gate5, our secure online delivery platform. Easily access all your media coverage, generate statistical analysis reports and efficiently manage and interpret your data.

                

                

            

            

            



            
            

                
                
                    

                    Statistical Reports

                    
                            	top media
	circulation
	favorability 
	media hits
	AVE (Advertising Value Equivalent)
	clip volumes and
	period-on-period comparative reports.
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                    Historical Data

                    Access your historical print, broadcast and online data effortlessly through our BackSearch service. Our system stores an extensive archive of historical information.


                

                

            

            
                     



            
            

                
                
                    

                    Analysis

                    Utilise our interactive analysis features to measure:

                    
                            	favourability 
	solicitation
	proportion, and  
	the weighting of your clips.


                                

                    Select the analysis method that best suits your measurement and reporting needs.
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                    Media coverage e-book

                    Manage, store and showcase your media coverage effectively using the Digital RedBook. Customise your RedBook to align with your unique reporting and presentation requirements.


                

                

            

            

        
        

    

            

    

   

            

        


    

    
    

        

            

                
                    
                        Let's work together

                        

                        
                            Get In Touch
                        


                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        +27 10 020 5250
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